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Entanglement and visibility at the output of a Mach-Zehnder interferometer

Matteo G. A. Paris
Theoretical Quantum Optics Group, Dipartimento di Fisica ‘‘Alessandro Volta’’ dell’Universita` di Pavia,

Istituto Nazionale di Fisica della Materia—Unita` di Pavia, via Bassi 6, I-27100 Pavia, Italy
~Received 20 July 1998!

We study the entanglement between the two beams exiting a Mach-Zehnder interferometer fed by a couple
of squeezed-coherent states with arbitrary squeezing parameter. The quantum correlations at the output are
functions of the internal phase shift of the interferometer, with the output state ranging from a totally disen-
tangled state to a state whose degree of entanglement is an increasing function of the input squeezing param-
eter. A couple of squeezed vacuums at the input lead to maximum entangled state at the output. The fringe
visibilities resulting from measuring the coincidence counting rate or the squared difference photocurrent are
evaluated and compared to each other. Homodynelike detection turns out to be preferable in almost all
situations, with the exception of the very-low-signal regime.@S1050-2947~99!06102-8#

PACS number~s!: 42.50.Dv, 03.65.Bz
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I. INTRODUCTION

The notion of entanglement is an essential feature
quantum mechanics, and is strictly connected with the n
local character of the theory. A two-part physical syste
prepared in an entangled state is described by a nonfact
able density matrix. This gives rise to partial or total cor
lation between the outcomes of measurements performe
the two parts, even though the parts may be so far apart
no effects resulting from one measurement can reach
other part within the light cone.

Sources of entangled states are required for fundame
tests of quantum mechanics, as well as for applications s
as quantum computation and communication@1#, and tele-
portation @2,3#. In recent years, entangled photon pairs h
been used to test nonlocality of quantum mechanics@4–7# by
Bell inequality @8#. In practice, all the available sources
two-mode entangled states are based on the process of
taneous down conversion, taking place inx (2) nonlinear
crystals@9#. Recently, it has been demonstrated that a be
splitter can split an incident photon into two correlated s
ondary photons@10,11#. However, such process occurs at
very low rate, and thus it is of no interest in practical app
cations.

In order to study quantum correlations between two rad
tion modes, and to compare different sources of correla
states, one needs to quantify the degree of entanglement@12#.
A good theoretical measure of correlations has been in
duced by means of Von Neumann entropy. The entropy
two-mode state%̂ is defined as

S@%̂#52Tr$%̂ ln %̂% , ~1!

whereas the entropies of the two modesa andb are given by

S@%̂a#52Tra$%̂a ln %̂a%, S@%̂b#52Trb$%̂b ln %̂b%.
~2!

In Eq. ~2! %̂a5Trb$%̂% and%̂b5Tra$%̂% denote the state ofa
and b, respectively, as obtained by tracing out the oth
mode from the total density matrix. Following Refs.@12–15#
PRA 591050-2947/99/59~2!/1615~7!/$15.00
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we define the degree of entanglement of the state%̂ as the
normalized excess entropy@16#

e 5
1

S@%̂aTH#1S@%̂bTH#
$S@%̂a#1S@%̂b#2S@%̂#%, ~3!

whereS@%̂TH#5 ln(11N)1N ln(11N21), with N5^a†a&, de-
notes the entropy of a thermal state, namely, the maxim
disordered state at fixed intensity. The use ofe formalizes
the idea that the stronger the correlations in the two-m
state, the more disordered should be the two modes ta
separately. If%̂ is a pure state, we have thatS50 andSa

5Sb @18#, so thate5S@%̂a#/S@%̂aTH# ranges from zero to
unity. Notice that for pure statee represents the unique mea
sure of entanglement@17#.

From the experimental point of view, the entangleme
can be detected by nonclassical interference effects occu
in intensity-dependent measurements. In experiments inv
ing photon pairs from parametric down conversion these
fects occur when coincident photons are mixed at a be
splitter @19–21#. The probability amplitudes for pairs from
the two arms show destructive interference, leading to a s
pression of the coincidence counting rate between detec
surveying the two arms@22,23#. Recently, the spatial effect
in two-beam interference have been also studied for parti
entangled photon pairs@24#. In the case of more excited
states, many photons are present and the connection bet
entanglement and coincidence rate is less transparent.
issue has received attention@25,26#, though a general theory
has not been developed yet.

In this paper we study the generation and the detection
entangled states at the output of a Mach-Zehnder interfer
eter fed by a couple of uncorrelated squeezed-cohe
states. The scheme may be of interest as the output state
be arbitrarily high excited, instead of having two photo
only. In addition, the degree of entanglement can be tuned
varying the degree of squeezing of the input beams, or
internal phase shift of the interferometer. As regards the
tection scheme, we show that the coincidence counting
between the two output arms corresponds to low fringe v
1615 ©1999 The American Physical Society
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1616 PRA 59MATTEO G. A. PARIS
ibility. Therefore, we consider instead another intensi
dependent quantity, namely, the squared difference ph
current, which shows high visibility of fringes for the who
range of input squeezing parameter.

In Sec. II we study the dynamics of the interferomet
and evaluate analytically the degree of entanglement at
output as a function of the squeezing fraction of the in
beams and the internal phase shift of the interferometer
Sec. III we analyze the interference effects occurring in
measurement of the photon coincidence rate and of
squared difference photocurrent. The evaluation of
fringes visibility for both measurements shows that hom
dynelike detection is preferable in almost all situations, w
the exception of the very-low-signal regime. Section
closes the paper with some concluding remarks.

II. ENTANGLEMENT AT THE OUTPUT OF A MACH-
ZEHNDER INTERFEROMETER

The Mach-Zehnder interferometer we are dealing with
depicted in Fig. 1~a!. The input signal modes are denoted
a andb, whereasBS1 andBS2 are symmetric beam splitters
We also assume that equal and opposite phase shiftsf are
imposed in each arm of the interferometer. The evolut
operator of the whole setup can be written as

V̂MZ~f!5Ûeif~a†a2b†b!Û†, ~4!

where

Û5expH i
p

4
~a†b1b†a!J ~5!

denotes the evolution operator of a symmetric beam spli
After straightforward algebra, one rewrites Eq.~4! as

V̂MZ~f!5expH i
p

2
b†bJ

3expH 2 i
f

2
~a†b1b†a!J expH 2 i

p

2
b†bJ ,

~6!

which shows that a Mach-Zehnder interferometer is equ
lent to a single beam splitterBSf of transmissivity t
5cos2 f/2, preceded and followed by rotations ofp/2 per-
formed on one of the two modes@see Fig. 1~b!#.

FIG. 1. In ~a!, schematic diagram of a Mach-Zehnder interfe
ometer.BS1 andBS2 are symmetric beam splitters, whereasa and
b denote the input signal modes. Equal and opposite phase shift
imposed in each arm. In~b!, an equivalent scheme for the Mach
Zehnder interferometer depicted in~a!, a single beam splitterBSf

of transmissivityt5cos2 f/2 preceded and followed by rotations o
p/2 performed on one of the two modes~hereb).
-
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We consider the Mach-Zehnder interferometer fed by
couple of squeezed-coherent states

uc IN&5D̂a~a!D̂b~a!Ŝa~z!Ŝb~z!u0&. ~7!

In Eq. ~7! D̂a(a)5exp(aa†2āa) is the displacement opera
tor and Ŝ(z)5exp@1/2(z2a†22 z̄2a2)# is the squeezing op
erator,u0& denotes the electromagnetic vacuum. There is
need to consider a phase shift between the input modes,
can be reabsorbed into the internal phase shiftf. Without
loss of generality, in the following we will consider a com
plex field amplitudeaPC and a real squeezing parameterz
[r PR.

The state exiting the interferometer is given by

ucOUT&5V̂MZ~f!uc IN&. ~8!

By exploiting the vacuum invarianceV̂MZ(f)u0&5u0& and
using the relation

expH 2 i
p

2
a†aJ D̂~a!Ŝ~r !expH i

p

2
a†aJ 5D̂~2 ia!Ŝ~2r !,

~9!

we can writeucOUT& as

ucOUT&5expH i
p

2
b†bJ ÛfD̂a~a!D̂b

3~2 ia!Ûf
† ÛfŜa~r !Ŝb~2r !Ûf

† u0&, ~10!

where Ûf denotes the evolution operator of the equivale
beam splitterBSf . The ‘‘displacing’’ part of Eq.~10!, to-
gether with the rotation on the modeb, can be easily rewrit-
ten as

expH i
p

2
b†bJ ÛfD̂a~a!D̂b~2 ia!Ûf

†

5D̂a~aei ~f/2!!D̂b~ae~ i /2!~p2f!!expH i
p

2
b†bJ , ~11!

whereas the ‘‘squeezing’’ part needs a little more algeb
specializing a result from Ref.@27#, we can write

ÛfŜa~r !Ŝb~2r !Ûf
† 5exp$cosf@ 1

2 r ~a†22a22b†21b2!#

1sinf@r ~a†b†2ab!#%. ~12!

It is worth noting that squeezing at the input is essen
to obtain entanglement at the output. In fact, for the
put state being a couple of coherent statesuc IN&
5D̂a(a)D̂b(b)u0&, the output state is given byucOUT&
5D̂a(a cosf2ib sinf)D̂b(2ia sinf1a cosf)u0&, which
again is a couple of factorized~uncorrelated! coherent states
for any value of the internal phase shift of the interferomet
Actually, the absence of output correlations is due to
Poissonian statistics of the coherent states, which implies
absence of intensity fluctuations@28#.

Let us first consider the situationf5 p/2. In this case, the
transformation in Eq.~12! reduces to the two-mode squee

are
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PRA 59 1617ENTANGLEMENT AND VISIBILITY AT THE OUTPUT . . .
ing operatorŜ(2)(r )5exp$r(a†b†2ab)%, so that the output
state coincides with a displaced and rotated twin-beam s

ucOUT&5D̂a~aei ~f/2!!D̂b~ae~ i /2!~p2f!!

3expH i
p

2
b†bJ ucTWB&, ~13!

where the explicit expression of the twin-beam stateucTWB&
is given by

ucTWB&5Ŝ~2!~r !u0&5
1

coshr (
k50

`

tanhk r uk,k&. ~14!

In order to evaluate the degree of entanglement ofucOUT& we
use the parametere introduced in Eq.~3!. The partial trace
over a mode, say,b, is given by

%̂a5Trb$ucOUT&^cOUTu%

5
1

cosh2 r
(
k50

`

tanh2k rD̂ ~aei ~p/4!!uk&^kuD̂†~aei ~p/4!!,

~15!

which is diagonal in the basis of displaced number sta
ucn&5D̂(aei (p/4))un&. The set ofucn& ’s constitutes an or-
thogonal basis for the Hilbert space of harmonic oscillat
and, therefore, the entropyS@%̂a# can be evaluated as

S@%̂a#52 (
n50

`

pn ln pn , pn5
1

cosh2 r
tanh2n r . ~16!

After straightforward calculation we arrive at

S@%̂a#5 ln~11n2!1n2 lnS 11
1

n2D , ~17!

where n25sinh2 r is the squeezing energy of each inp
beam. Notice thatS@%̂a# in Eq. ~17! is equivalent to the
entropy of a thermal state withn2 photons. The degree o
entanglement is given by

e5
ln~11gN!1gN log~11 ~1/gN!

ln~11N!1N ln~11 1/N!
, ~18!

whereN5^a†a&5uau21n2 is the total energy of each inpu
signal, andg is the squeezing fraction, namely, the perce
age of the total energy engaged in squeezing photonsn2

5gN. From Eq.~18! it is apparent that the degree of e
tanglement is an increasing function of the squeezing fr
tion, and that the maximum entangled state (e51) at the
output is reached for a couple of squeezed vacuum (g51) at
the input.

For f50, the transmissivity of the whole device is equ
to unity, and we haveucOUT&5uc IN&. Therefore, the en-
tanglement is equal to zero, as the input state consists
couple of uncorrelated signals.
te
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For fÞ0,p/2 it is convenient to evaluate the output sta
and the entanglement by evolving the two-mode Wign
function, which is defined as follows:

W~xa ,ya ;xb ,yb!5E
R
dmaE

R
dnaE

R
dmbE

R
dnb

3exp$2i ~naxa2maya1nbxb2mbyb!%

3Tr$%̂ D̂a~ma1 ina!D̂b~mb1 inb!%.

~19!

The 6p/2 rotations of modeb correspond to simple rota
tions in the soleb variables,

%̂85ei ~p/2!%̂e2 i ~p/2!⇒
3W8~xa ,ya ;xb ,yb!

5W~xa ,ya ;yb ,2xb!,
~20!

%̂85e2 i ~p/2!%̂e~ ip/2!⇒
3W8~xa ,ya ;xb ,yb!

5W~xa ,ya ;2yb ,xb!,

whereas the action of the beam splitterBSf , i.e., %̂8

5Ûf%̂Ûf
† corresponds to a mixing of variables of the tw

modes,

W8~xa ,ya ;xb ,yb!5W~xa cosd2xbsind,ya cosd2yb sind;

3xa sind1xb cosd,ya sind

1yb cosd), ~21!

where we use the notationd5f/2. Using Eqs.~20! and~21!
the Wigner function at the output results:

WOUT~xa ,ya ;xb ,yb!5WIN~xa cosd2yb sind,ya cosd

1xb sind;xb cosd2yb sind,xa sind

1yb cosd!, ~22!

where WIN(xa ,ya ;xb ,yb) is a product of two identical
single-mode Gaussian Wigner functions, corresponding
the couple of input squeezed-coherent states:

WIN~xa ,ya ;xb ,yb!5
4

p2
exp$22e22r~xa2Re@a#!2

22e2r~ya2Im@a#!222e22r

3~xb2Re@a#!2

22e2r~yb2Im@a#!2%. ~23!

By the integration over theb variables

WOUT~xa ,ya!5E
R
dxbE

R
dybWOUT~xa ,ya ;xb ,yb!,

~24!

and inserting Eqs.~22! and ~23! in Eq. ~24!, we obtain
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1618 PRA 59MATTEO G. A. PARIS
WOUT~xa ,ya!5
1

pSxSy
expH 2

~xa2Re@af#!2

Sx
2

2
~ya2Im@af#!2

Sy
2 J , ~25!

which represents the Wigner function of the sole modea
after partial trace over the modeb. The quantitiesSx andSy
in Eq. ~25! are given by

Sx
25e2r cos2 d1e22r sin2 d,

~26!
Sy

25e22r cos2 d1e2r sin2d,

whereasaf is given by

af5uauA11
1

2
sin2 f. ~27!

In order to evaluate entanglement, we note that any uni
transformationT̂ acting on the single modea does not
change the value of the entropy@25#, i.e., S@%̂a#

5S@ T̂%̂aT̂†#. Using this property, we displace with ampl
tude af , and then squeeze with parameterr * 5 lnASy /Sx
the Wigner function in Eq.~25!, thus arriving at the follow-
ing entropy-equivalent state:

WOUT8 ~xa ,ya!5
1

pSxSy
expH 2

xa
21ya

2

SySx
J . ~28!

Remarkably, the Wigner function in Eq.~28! coincides with
the Wigner function of a thermal states with thermal photo
given by

Nf5 1
2 @SySx21#5 1

2 @A11sin2 f sinh2 2r 21#. ~29!

The corresponding entropy can be easily computed, and
the entanglement at the output is given by

e5
ln~11Nf!1Nf ln~11 1/Nf!

ln~11N!1N ln~11 1/N!
. ~30!

As it is expected, one hasNf50 for f50, andNf5gN for
f5p/2.

In Fig. 2~a! we show the degree of entanglement as
function of the squeezing fractiong and the internal phas
shift f, in the case of input beams with average photonsN
53 each: at fixedg the output state ranges from a total
disentangled state forf50, to a state whose degree of e
tanglement is given by Eq.~18! for f5 p/2. The degree of
entanglement is an increasing function of the squeezing f
tion g, with the conditionf5 p/2 corresponding to maxi
mum value. Different values of the intensityN does not sub-
stantially modify the behavior ofe versusg andf. In Fig.
2~b! we reporte as a function of the intensityN for different
values of the squeezing fractiong, and for fixed valuef
5 p/2 of the internal phase shift: Forg51, one hase51
independently onN, whereas forg,1 the degree of en
ry

s

us

a

c-

tanglement becomes a slightly increasing function ofN. For
highly excited states the entanglement is given by
asymptotic formula

e .
N@1

11
ln g

ln N
. ~31!

So far we have considered the two input states having
same degree of squeezing. However, a pair of input st
with different squeezing fractions does not substantia
modify the picture. In this case, in fact, the entanglement s
oscillates frome50 to a maximum value as a function of th
internal phase shift of the interferometer. On the other ha
this maximum value is now a function of both the squeez
fractions, and maximally entangled states at the output c

FIG. 2. ~a! Degree of entanglement as a function of the sque
ing fraction g and the internal phase shiftf, in the case of input
beams withN53 each; for fixedg the output state ranges from
totally disentangled state forf50, to a state with a degree of en
tanglement given by Eq.~18! for f5 p/2. The degree of entangle
ment is an increasing function ofg, with f5 p/2 corresponding to
maximum value. Different values ofN do not substantially modify
the picture.~b! The degree of entanglement as a function of the to
input energyN for different values of the squeezing fractiong, and
for fixed valuef5 p/2 of the internal phase shift.
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not be achieved if one of the input signals is only partia
squeezed. In Fig. 3 we report the maximum entanglemen
the output~obtained forf5p/2) as a function of the squeez
ing fractionsg1 of one of the beams for different values
the squeezing fractiong2 of the other beam. The plots refe
to a situation in which both input beams have an aver
number of photons equal toN53. As it is apparent from the
plots, the output entanglement is an increasing function
both the two squeezing fractions. The extreme case in wh
one of the input signals is not squeezed at all correspond
a value ofe always lower than 50%.

III. ENTANGLEMENT AND FRINGE VISIBILITY

In this section, we study the visibility of the interferenc
fringes that are observed, by varying the internal phase s
f, in intensity measurements at the output of the interfero
eter. In analogy with experiments involving correlated ph
ton pairs, we consider the detection of the coincidence co
ing rate at the output, namely, of the fourth-order correlat
function^cOUTua†ab†bucOUT&. However, as we will show in
the following, this corresponds to low fringe visibility, an
thus we sought for a more sensitive kind of measurem
The homodynelike detection of the output difference pho
current ^cOUTua†a2b†bucOUT& is widely used in interfer-
ometry @29–31#, and generally results in a very sensitiv
measurement scheme. Starting from this consideration,
suggest the squared difference photocurrent^cOUTu(a†a
2b†b)2ucOUT& as a suitable fourth-order quantity to be me
sured at the output of the interferometer.

Besides being originated by interference effects, the va
tions in the quantities measured at the output also reflect
variations in the quantum correlations between the two o

FIG. 3. Output entanglement for input signals with differe
degree of squeezing. The maximum entanglement at the outpu~for
f5p/2) is reported as a function of the squeezing fractionsg1 of
one of the beams for different values of the squeezing fractiong2 of
the other beam. Both input beams have an average number of
tons equal toN53. The output entanglement is an increasing fun
tion of both the two squeezing fractions. The extreme case in wh
one of the input signals is not squeezed at all corresponds to a v
of e always lower than 50%.
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put signals. Therefore, the visibility of the interferen
fringes provides a measure of entanglement, and compa
the visibility of different measurement schemes provide
way to compare their ability in monitoring the variations
quantum correlations between the output signals.

As already mentioned, we consider the measuremen
the coincidence counting rate

K~f!5^cOUTua†ab†bucOUT&

5^c INuV̂MZ
† ~f!a†ab†bV̂MZ~f!uc IN&, ~32!

and of the squared difference photocurrent

H~f!5^cOUTu~a†a2b†b!2ucOUT&

5^c INuV̂MZ
† ~f!~a†a2b†b!2V̂MZ~f!uc IN&. ~33!

FIG. 4. Fringe visibility as a function of the intensityN for
different values of the input squeezing fractiong. In ~a! the visibil-
ity of K measurementVK , and in ~b! the visibility of H measure-
ment VH . In both plots we report the visibility versusN for five
values of the input squeezing fraction. From bottom to top we h
the curves forg50.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8,and 1.0. As it is apparent,VH is
larger thanVK in almost all situations, with the exception of th
very-low-signal regime.
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1620 PRA 59MATTEO G. A. PARIS
After some algebra, we arrive at the explicit expressions
terms of the input fields

K̂~f!5V̂MZ
† ~f!a†a b†bV̂MZ~f!

5sin2 d cos2 d@a†2a21b†2b21a†2b21b†2a2#

1~sin2 d2cos2 d!2a†ab†b

1 i sind cos3 d@ab†2b1a†2ab2a†b†b22a†a2b†#

1 i sin3 d cosd@a†a2b†1a†b†b22a†2ab2ab†2b#,

~34!

Ĥ~f!5V̂MZ
† ~f!~a†a2b†b!2V̂MZ~f!522K̂~f!

1@~a†a!21~b†b!2#~sin4 d1cos4 d!

22 sin2 d cos2 d@a†2b21b†2a22a†a2b†b#

12i sind cos3 d@a†a2b†2a†2ab1a†b†b22ab†2b#

12i sin3 d cosd@ab†2b2a†b†b2

1a†2ab2a†a2b†#, ~35!

where again we used the notationd5 f/2. Using Eqs.~34!
and~35! we are able to evaluate the fringes visibility of bo
detection schemes

VK5
Kmax2Kmin

Kmax1Kmin
, VH5

Hmax2Hmin

Hmax1Hmin
. ~36!

In Fig. 4 we reportVK andVH as a function of the intensity
N for different values of the input squeezing fractiong. The
H-measurement visibilityVH is larger thanVK in almost all
situations, with the exception of the very-low-signal regim
where very few photons are present. The behavior of frin
visibility versus intensityN also confirms thatVH represents
a good measure of the entanglement at the output. A
happens for the degree of entanglement, in fact, a coupl
squeezed vacuums at the input correspond to maximum
ibility VH51 independently on the intensity. On the oth
hand, the coincidence counting rate shows a visibilityVK
that rapidly decreases versusN, and saturates to a value we
cu

-

n

,
e

it
of
is-
r

below 1/2. For nonunit squeezing fraction, and moderate
put intensitiesN,10, the behavior ofVH looks qualitatively
similar to that of the degree of entanglement@compare Figs.
4~b! and 2~b!#, whereas againVK rapidly decreases. Remark
ably, for highly excited statesN.10, the visibility VH has
the same asymptotic dependence of the degree of enta
mente, in formula

e .
N@1

11
A~g!

ln N
, ~37!

where the proportionality constantA(g).1/5lng is roughly
proportional to that appearing in Eq.~31!.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

The generation and the detection of optical entang
states are important issues, both required for fundamen
tests of quantum mechanics, as well as for possible app
tions. In this paper we have studied the entanglement
tween the two beams exiting a Mach-Zehnder interferome
fed by a couple of squeezed-coherent states with arbit
squeezing parameter. The degree of entanglement at the
put has been analytically evaluated, as a function of the in
intensity and squeezing fraction, and of the internal ph
shift of the interferometer. Our results indicate that entang
states of arbitrary large intensity can be produced by vary
the input energy, whereas the degree of entanglement ca
tuned by varying the input squeezing fraction, and the int
nal phase shift.

An experimental characterization of the output entang
ment can be obtained through the measurement of
squared difference photocurrent between the output mo
The interference fringes that are observed by varying
internal phase shiftf show, in fact, high visibility for the
whole range of input squeezing parameter.
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